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I. Introduction 
A. Roosevelt and Churchill's views that WWII was a "good war" – discuss 
− Saw the war as an armed defense of democracy against the forces of fascism in Germany, Italy, 

and Japan; after the Jewish Holocaust came to light it seemed even more justified that the U.S. be 
involved. 

 
II. The Road to War 

A. Fascism – define 
− Authoritarian system of government characterized by dictatorial rule, disdain for civil society, and 

a conviction that imperialism and warfare are principle means by which a nation attains greatness. 

 
B. The Rise of Fascism – define National Socialist (Nazi) Party; Hitler's aims outlined in Mein Kampf 

− German political party led by Adolf Hitler, who became chancellor of Germany in 1933. 
− He wanted to overturn territorial settlements of the Versailles Treaty, unite Germans throughout 

Europe in a German fatherland, annex large areas of Eastern Europe, subordinate "inferior races" 
to the German "master race," and use the conquered territories for new settlement and farming. 

 
C. Rome-Berlin Axis – define; discuss Soviet Union and Japan 
− Political and military alliance formed in 1936 between German dictator Adolf Hitler and Italian 

dictator Benito Mussolini. Hitler also created a military alliance with Japan against the Soviet 
Union the same year. 

 
D. War Approaches – discuss Gerald P. Nye; define Neutrality Act of 1935 

− Nye, a Republican senator, investigated munitions makers during WWI and concluded they had 
maneuvered President Wilson to join WWI ; prompted strong isolationist sentiments. 

− Legislation that sought to avoid entanglement in foreign wars while protecting trade. It imposed an 
embargo on selling arms to warring countries and declared that Americans traveling on ships of 
belligerent nations did so at their own risk. 

 
E. Popular Front – define 

− Small but vocal group of Americans who pushed for greater U.S. involvement in Europe. 
 

F. Munich Conference – define; Hitler's conclusions following the conference 
− Conference held in Munich in September 1938 during which Britain and France agreed to allows 

Hitler to annex the Sudetenland in return for his pledge to seek no further territory. Hitler viewed 
BR and FR as weak and didn't cease his desire for a larger Germany. 
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G. Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies – define: William Allen White 
− A group of interventionists/internationalists who believed in engaging with, rather than 

withdrawing from, international developments. White was a journalist and key interventionist. 
 

H. America First Committee – define; discuss Lindbergh, Nye; AFC rallies 
− Committee organized by isolationists in 1940 to oppose the entrance of the U.S. into WWII. 

Lindbergh and Nye were key figures and the AFC held rallies across the nation to spread its 
message, using also posters, brochures, and broadsides. 

 
I. Four Freedoms – define; significance of the speech 

− Defined by FDR as the basic human rights: freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from 
want, and freedom from fear. His speech, in January 1941, framed WWII as a noble war to defend 
democracy; it outlined a liberal international order with wide-ranging appeal also post WWII. 

 
J. Lend-Lease Act – define; significance 

− Legislation in 1941 that enabled Britain to obtain arms from the U.S. without cash but with the 
promise to reimburse the U.S. when the war ended. The act reflected FDR's desire to assist the 
British in any way he could, short of war. Act marked unofficial entrance of the U.S. into WWII. 

 

K. Atlantic Charter – define 
− Press release by FDR and Winston Churchill calling for economic cooperation, national self-

determination, and guarantees of political stability after the war. 

 
L. The Attack on Pearl Harbor – define Pearl Harbor; effects of the attack 

− A naval base in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, attacked by Japanese bombers ion December 7, 1941 ("a 
date which will live in infamy"); more than 2,400 Americans were killed. The following day FDR 
asked Congress for a declaration of war against Japan, which was granted. 
− Three days later Germany and Italy declared war against the U.S., which declared war on the Axis 

powers and now the nation was at war on both fronts. 
 

III. Organizing for Victory 
A. War Powers Act (1941) – define; discuss imperial presidency 
− Law that gave FDR unprecedented control over all aspects of the war effort; this act began what 

some historians call the "imperial presidency," meaning the far-reaching use (or abuse) of 
executive authority during the latter part of the 20th century. 

 
B. Financing the War – define Revenue Act 

− Act that expanded the number of people paying income taxes from 3.9 million to 42.6 million. 
These taxes on personal and business profits paid half the cost of WWII. 
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C. Mobilizing the American Fighting Force – discuss makeup of those that served in the military and 
segregation 

− During WWII the armed forces enlisted 15 million men and women for the cause; they came from 
all over the country and every socio-economic background imaginable. While the membership of 
the forces was hugely democratic, African Americans were segregated in the military and assigned 
menial duties. Native Americans and Mexican-Americans were never officially segregated. 

 
D. Code talkers – define 

− Native American soldiers trained to use native languages to send messages in battle. Neither the 
Japanese nor the Germans could decipher the codes used by those Navajo, Comanche, Choctaw, 
and Cherokee speakers. 

 
E. Women's participation in the war – discuss; discuss women in civilian workforce (pros and cons) 

− About 350,000 women enlisted in the military but their duties were limited due to their gender; 
women officers couldn't command men, the WACs and WAVES were barred from combat duty; 
most of the jobs women held during the war (clerical work, communications, health care) 
resembled their roles in civilian life. 

− The high demand for workers when men went to war left a gap for women (and African 
Americans) to fill, labor shortage gave unions more power to negotiate better wages/conditions. 
Though women became a strong force in the defense industries and their wages were higher than 
that of their civilian jobs, they were still payed much lower than men for comparable jobs. 

 

F. Executive Order 8802 – define 
− An order signed by FDR in 1941 that prohibited "discrimination in the employment of workers in 

defense industries or government because of race, creed, color, or national origin" and established 
the Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC). 

 
G. Politics in Wartime – define Servicemen's Readjustment Act (1944) 

− Popularly knows as the GI Bill, legislation authorizing the government to provide WWII veterans 
with funds for education, housing, and health care, as well as loans to start businesses and buy 
homes. 

 
IV. Life on the Home Front 

A. "For the Duration" – discuss rationing and people's response 
− Rationing of most consumer goods was a major inconvenience to Americans during the war; most 

people complied with the rationing and coupon system but at least 25% of the population bought 
items on the black market, especially meat, gasoline, cigarettes, and nylon stockings. 
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B. Migration and the Wartime City – reasons for migration; discuss California; racial conflicts (1943) 
− Men in the armed forces moved to their bases and their families often followed, people moved to 

find high-paying defense jobs; about 15 million Americans changed residence. CA, because of its 
vital role in the war in the Pacific saw the greatest influx of people (growing 53% in population). 

− Migration led to a mixing of races and ethnicities; in 1943 the competition between whites and 
black migrants for jobs and housing sparked race riots and violence in 100+ cities. 

 
C. Zoot Suits – define; 1943 riots 

− Oversized suits of clothing in fashion in the 1940s, particularly among young male Mexican 
Americans. In 1943, rumors circulated in LA that a panchuco gang had beaten a white sailor, so a 
four-day riot occurred where Anglo servicemen roamed through Mexican neighborhoods and 
attacked zoot-suiters. LA police arrested only Mexican Americans, in a stinging display of bias. 

 

D. Japanese Removal – define Executive Order 9066; discuss Korematsu v. United States 
− Order signed by FDR in 1941 that authorized the War Department to force Japanese Americans 

from their West Coast homes and hold them in relocation camps for the rest of the war. Some 
refused the relocation (like Gordon Hirabayashi) but both his case (1943) and Korematsu's (1944) 
ruled (by the Supreme Court) that relocation was legitimate as a "military necessity." 

 

V. Fighting and Winning the War 
A. Wartime Aims and Tensions – discuss the big three countries and leaders; military priority 
− The big three powers were the U.S., the Soviet Union and Britain, led respectively by FDR, Joseph 

Stalin, and Winston Churchill; they agreed that defeating Germany (rather than Japan) was key but 
disagreed about how to do it. 

 
B. The War in Europe – define D-Day (1944); define Holocaust; discuss U.S. anti-Semitism  

− June 6, 1944, the date of the Allied invasion of northern France. Germany's campaign during 
WWII to exterminate all Jews living in German-controlled lands, along with other groups Nazis 
deemed "undesirable." Strict immigration policies and strong anti-Semitic sentiment in the U.S. 
resulted in the refusal to accept Jewish refugees when they fled Hitler's power. 

 
C. War in the Pacific – leaders in the Pacific Theater; discuss anti-Asian sentiments 
− General Douglas MacArthur and Admiral Chester W. Nimitz led the U.S. military command; the 

attack on Pearl Harbor reawakened U.S. sentiments that the Japanese were inferior and Japanese 
treatment of the Chinese, Koreans and U.S. prisoners of war demonstrated their own sense of 
racial superiority. 

 

D. The Atomic Bomb and the End of the War – define Manhattan Project; use of the bomb 
− Top-secret project authorized by FDR in 1942 to develop an atomic bomb ahead of the Germans; 

succeeded in producing a successful atomic bomb by July 1945. Bombing Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki produced the desired effect-- Japan surrendered on September 2, 1945. 


